We had a slight tornado here Sunday afternoon which shook the house to the foundation on the other side of the hill it did not blow at all. I suppose you had some of it at home and perhaps more than we had. Our school closes in a month after which comes a six weeks vacation on which I am looking forward. I suppose you have good times this summer do you go to school now, how do the mean folks get along do they make it pay! I guess Charlie Pike will come home with Levi on vacation. I have a letter from Christy a short time ago he lives first rate said there were some pretty girls out there. Helen Kelly was ok.

Spring Hill June 14

Friend Henry. It has been so long a time since we have communicated together that I have forgotten who wrote last but wishing keep good all my correspondants I will run the risk and write a short letter. The weather here is getting quite warm and too pleasant to study very hard. Mr. Wing has given us four days in a week to swim and there is quite a good
place up toward Town Harbor. He has also given me gardens which we have planted mostly with water melons. With myself have got one together. We have got after drilling just now. Have got the worse of the fight is our captain we have musket but did not surrender but Mr. Wing wont let us use powder. If any of the boys insult us we charge flag was shot away twice but on him and him and either have a kick all around or else give him is to be a circus up town three bumps against the next neck. I shall go if I can.

We had a battle a short time ago shall comanding the rebel force and Pike the Unionists we had sand bags at home at any rate if trees and each a vessel we have to run away.
Friend Henry.
It has been so long a time since we have communicated together that I have forgotten who wrote last but wishing keep good all my correspondants. I will run the risk and write a short letter. The weather here is getting quite warm and to pleasant to study very hard. Mr Wing has given us four days in a week to swim and there is quite a good place up towards Town Harbor. He has also given us gardens, which we have planted mostly with Water melions. Levi & myself have got one together. We have got a fit for drilling just now. C Hall is our Captain we have Muskets but wing wont let us use powder. If any of the boys insult us we charge on him and him and either have a kick all around or else give him three bumps against the Tree “Kettle and wedge” fashion. We had a battle a short time ago C Hall comanding the rebel force & A Pike the Unionists we had sand katterlls[?] and each a Vessel anchored off our forts which were down to the second pond. I was on Pikes side. there were 5 rebels & 4 ofrs each man had a cannon not being over six inches in length. Hall got the worse of the fight but did not surrender, as Mr Wing came down before we had finished. His flag was shot away twice but replaced. Mr Foster has been sick but has got better now. There is to be a circus up town next week. I shall go if I get a chance. I suppose you are going to have a grand time the 4th July. Levi & myself are coming home at any rate if we have to run away. We had a slight tornado here Sunday afternoon which shook the house to the foundation. On the other side of the hill it did not blow at all. I suppose you had some of it at home, and perhaps more than we did. Our school closes in a month after which comes a six weeks Vacation which I am reckoning on. I suppose you have had good times this summer do you go to school now? how do the Wear[?, weir?] folks get along do they make it pay! I guess Charlie Pike will come home with Levi on vacation. I had a letter from Chrisy a short time ago. he liked first rate said there were some pretty girls out there. Heman Kelley was to [remainder in margin, first page] Quaker meeting last Sunday. said folks were all well at home. I write this in school and in a devil of a hurry. answer soon

From your friend.  W F Howes